We talked about things that scare us and coping with fear ~ 1 space
We left a little gift on a neighbor’s doorstep ~ 3 spaces
We took a walk and counted how many cats we saw ~ 3 spaces
We made music using pots and pans ~ 2 spaces
We made up tunes for nursery rhymes ~ 2 spaces
We high-fived a librarian ~ 2 spaces
We used pillows, chairs and blankets to make a fort ~ 2 spaces
We sang a song together ~ 1 space
We turned the hamper or box into a basketball hoop and threw clothes into it ~ 1 space
We counted how many times we could jump up and down ~ 1 space
We talked about the seasons ~ 1 space
We had a pillow fight ~ 2 spaces
My favorite book this month was ________________________________ ~ 2 spaces
We read together (for every day you read together, move 2 spaces)
We talked to a neighbor ~ 2 spaces
We drew pictures outside ~ 2 spaces
We visited a community garden ~ 4 spaces
We looked for and talked about the moon ~ 1 space
We looked for insects outside and talked about what we saw ~ 2 spaces
We learned something new ________________________________ ~ 2 spaces
We talked about what we saw ~ 1 space
We measured things with a measuring tape ~ 2 spaces
We took a walk and this was the most interesting thing we saw ~ 3 spaces
We threw or kicked a ball together ~ 2 spaces
We visited the library ~ 3 spaces
We spread out a blanket and had a picnic ~ 3 spaces
My family shared a family story with me ~ 2 spaces
We talked about the people we love, and why we love them ~ 2 spaces
We gave a hug to someone who needed it ~ 2 spaces
We tried a food that we hadn’t had before ~ 2 spaces
We donated to a food bank ~ 4 spaces
We shared things about ourselves that make us proud ~ 2 spaces
We learned how to say hello in another language ~ 2 spaces
We created a cozy spot to read together ~ 2 spaces
We talked in funny voices together ~ 1 space
We cut up paper with scissors and made art ~ 2 spaces
We worked on chores together ~ 2 spaces
We visited a museum ~ 4 spaces
We started a conversation with someone we didn’t know ~ 2 spaces
We made a card for someone ~ 2 spaces
We made a list of things for which we are thankful ~ 1 space
We talked about feelings – how they feel, what they look like ~ 1 space

As you finish an activity, move ahead the number of spaces listed after it on your game board. When all the spaces on the game board are filled in, bring the game board to your local library for a prize!
(You don’t need to finish every activity to complete the board!)

Do you have ideas for activities or suggestions?
Send them to oca@pcls.us

Did You Know?
Your local library has family passes to many museums that you can borrow, just like books and other items!
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